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Abstract: Morphometric methods have been used in diatom research for decades. We present a review of
the history of usage of morphometric methods of outline shape analysis, pattern recognition, and landmarkbased analysis. In addition, we present how morphometric methods are important in diatom taxonomy
and classification and what connections exist between morphometric methods and biologically meaningful
results. Next, we present some details about calculating shape descriptors and using them in analysis of
shape variation, the issues to be aware of, and what such results mean when defining shape groups as species
groups. Finally, we provide a glimpse of the future in using morphometric methods in diatom research.
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Introduction
With a shift from purely descriptive works to measurement-based studies, morphometric methods
have been used to help separate diatom taxonomic groups which are difficult to differentiate by
visual means alone. Moreover, because of the laborious task of counting diatoms for aquatic and
ecological studies as well as paleontological investigations, automation of diatom identification
has been a desirable extension of quantitative taxonomic methods. Development of such methods
has progressed from simple measurements to more mathematically involved treatments, such as
shape analysis and pattern recognition.
Variation in diatoms has been the focus of many studies over the long history in the study
of these organisms. With the advent of the microscope, and subsequently, the acceptance of
Darwinian ideas on evolution and change, diatom studies progressed as research encompassed
an increasing interest in the details of morphological features. At a time when diatom research
noticeably advanced, there were a large number of species descriptions and studies analyzing the
range in a variety of metrics associated with diatom cell walls (e.g., length, breadth, striae density,
and the absolute number and/or density of a wide array of valve features; see e.g., Reimer 1954).
Over 35 years ago, more of a biometric or traditional morphometric approach to diatom
variation was carried out. Burke (1970) plotted the relationship between valve diameter and
size in Aulacodiscus species, noting the variation associated with diameter, and the variation
that tended to be independent of size. Other investigators, trying to understand the potential
impact of environmental variables on valve size and structure pursued analyses with cultured
cells, noting the relationship of valve size and ornamentation of diatom cell walls with a
range of environmental variables (e.g., Geissler 1970a, b, 1982). A large number of studies
then followed in this tradition, plotting a number of diatom metrics to establish variation and
possible implications of the variation (e.g., Holmes & Reimann 1966, Steinman & Sheath 1984,
Kociolek & Stoermer 1988, Rivera & Barrales 1994, Kobayashi et al. 1998, Wendker 1990).
Others applied statistics to assess the probability of the sources of variation (Wood et al. 1987,
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Mizuno 1987). Multivariate statistical analyses were applied to structural variation in, mainly,
centric diatoms (Genkal & Kuzmin 1979, Theriot & Stoermer 1982, 1984, Theriot 1987, Theriot
et al. 1988), to assess variation and document cladogenesis in diatom lineages (Theriot 1992).
Tropper (1975) had applied statistical analysis to document differences in natural populations of
Achnanthes hauckiana Grunow in Cleve & Grunow and to formulate shape differences based
on size. Investigations also focused on the types of data that might be useful in these types of
analyses (e.g., Johansen & Theriot 1987).
All of the methods used have been successful to varying degrees in quantifying differences
among taxa. When speaking of morphometrics as a discipline, quantitative morphometrics is
the focus of subject-matter that includes outline (Slice et al. 1996) and landmark-based (Slice
et al. 1996) methods, although there is a trend currently toward combining the tools of outline
and landmark-based (geometric) morphometrics into new methods. Degree of success in using
all these methods depends, in part, on the actual applicability of the method chosen for analysis.
Moreover, results from morphometric analysis are the most convincing when they encompass
biological meaning rather than being an exercise in mathematical application only. Biological
meaning is accomplished by results based on landmark-based methods that are choice of points
on the interior of organisms and represent homologous points on homologous structures, or
outline methods which depend on choice of points on the exterior of organisms and represent
biological change in shape.
Purposes of this review
Traditional morphometrics (Slice et al. 1996) continue to be useful in diatom research (e.g.,
Stoermer & Andresen 2006), but we will not devote further attention to this topic at this time. We
are interested in, and focus on, the more sophisticated mathematical methods in morphometrics
as useful tools in diatom research with respect to the advanced mathematical treatments of
morphometrics, and where relevant, pattern recognition studies that rely on the mathematics of
morphometrics. A compilation of the advanced mathematical methods used, the validity of their
use in research studies, and their impact on diatom taxonomy may be assessed.
To this end, our review will be composed of four parts. After the introductory remarks
already made, the first section is devoted to the history of the theoretical concepts and bases
behind quantitative morphometrics that are relevant to the development of methods for use in
diatom research. Without a theoretical basis to encompass the outcome of particular methods,
the context of and potential for understanding such methods in diatom research is absent. This
context involves the concept of shape space, two general bases of analyzing shape, namely,
landmark-based and outline-based methods, and multivariate methods used to analyze the shape
descriptors. The primary, relevant literature will be cited so that researchers may consult each
topic in more depth.
In the second section, a history of using morphometric methods in diatom research is
presented in chronological order. Since this is a review about methods and how those methods
are applied, an assessment is presented of using morphometrics in this subsection. We provide
an assessment of landmark-based methods in this section, and treat an assessment of other
morphometric methods, namely, shape analysis, in the next section. Because of the diatom life
cycle, especially size reduction during vegetative reproduction, characters may be lost and the
application of geometric morphometrics may present some challenges. In addition, we elucidate
some basic concepts that are necessary to truly master and effectively apply landmark-based
methods in diatom research.
In the third section, outline shape analysis methods are specifically covered since these
methods have been used the most. In addition, we present an assessment of these methods in
their capacity to recover biologically meaningful features of diatoms. We cover seven subtopics:
Diatom valve shape as a morphological character; Basic measurements; Outline shape, orthogonal polynomials and their properties, and regression coefficients; Shape descriptors and data
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transformation; Multivariate methods and the analysis of shape variation (including principal
components and discriminant analysis); Choice of method and issues to consider; Shape
descriptors, shape space and biologically meaningful interpretation.
In the final section, potential application of combination and new geometric morphometric
methods are considered. Much has been accomplished and advanced in quantitative morphometrics
recently, and applicability in diatom research may very well profit from these advances.
With these purposes in mind, we will detail the basis, chronology and usage of quantitative
morphometric methods in diatom research. At this point, some generalities are in order. To better
understand the terms of geometric morphometrics, see Slice et al. (1996) for a glossary. For
a general primer on geometric morphometrics, see Zelditch et al. (2004). For background on
shape analysis, see Stoermer & Ladewski (1982) and Pappas & Stoermer (2003) for information
concerning Legendre polynomials, and see Mou & Stoermer (1992) and Pappas et al. (2001) for
information concerning Fourier analysis in diatom research.

Theoretical context of quantitative morphometric methods in diatom
research
During the late 1970s, development of morphometric methods as applied to biological problemsolving gained interest and prominence (e.g., Bookstein 1978, Kendall 1977). In particular,
shape analysis was seen to provide a quantitative way to characterize biological organisms that
were empirically difficult to differentiate. This was seen as especially promising for taxonomic
resolution at the species level.
Two different but complementary approaches were devised on how to represent shapes.
One approach involved using points common to all specimens whereby those points formed
a continuum (e.g., Bookstein 1991). These points could then be compared to a mean shape
(e.g., Goodall 1991) for the group of specimens being considered. The points are used for all
specimens insofar as the change in shape is measured by the deformation among all shapes. The
other approach involved using points common to all specimens whereby the lowest dimensional
space was achieved (Kendall 1977, 1984, Kendall et al. 1999). From this, only those specimens
where all points do not align completely are considered. The points determine the object of study
(Kendall et al. 1999). The choice of points as markers or codes of the shape of a specimen in
relation to all other specimens being considered is not a trivial task (Kendall et al. 1999). Others
involved with morphometrics, both early on (e.g., Ziezold 1977, 1994), and subsequently (e.g.,
Mardia & Dryden 1989a, 1989b, Dryden & Mardia 1991, 1998, Small 1988, 1996) used aspects
of both approaches.
Inherent in Kendall et al. (1999) approach is the idea of a shape space (Slice et al. 1996),
where points from all specimens may be rotated or translated and are dispersed with respect
to their centroid being moved to the origin of the coordinates. Size is expanded or contracted
to yield a standardized plot, and this plot is a result in a configuration known as pre-space or
preshape space. Kendall (1984) and Kendall et al. (1999) were concerned with shape manifolds
and complex projective spaces (also see e.g., Mardia & Patrangenaru 2005). While this approach
is theoretically useful as a basis for morphometrics, biological shapes are more suited to being
studied using continuous deformation methods (Bookstein 1991).
The statistical variation of size and shape in organisms is front and center of Bookstein’s
(1986, 1991) approach. To reiterate, distribution of shape variation around mean shapes is the
basis of the approach. That is, the tangent space in the neighborhood of a particular point in
shape space is the tangent projection that is a linearized version of the average shape. The choice
of points, also known as landmarks (Slice et al. 1996), are important in allometric variation
among shapes, both globally and locally (Dryden & Mardia 1998). Landmarks are categorized
depending on how the points are chosen. Points chosen on an organism that correspond to those
on another organism in a biologically important way are anatomical landmarks. Points chosen
with reference to maximum curvature are mathematical landmarks. Points chosen as maximum
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diameters, centroids, foci, or other extrema are pseudolandmarks (Slice et al. 1996). Points
chosen on a curve with respect to change in angle along the curve in low dimensional space are
semilandmarks (Dryden & Mardia 1998).
Landmarks may be analyzed by statistically transforming them into shape coefficients.
Translation, rotation and rescaling must be removed (Rohlf & Slice 1990) to achieve matching
of shapes. This superimposition (Slice et al. 1996) is used in order to estimate an average shape.
Once an average shape is determined, configurations of landmarks among shapes may be
analyzed using Procrustean distances (Gower 1975). Matching of shapes is obtained by leastsquares regression. Whether using shape coefficients or Procrustean distances, the results may be
analyzed by multivariate statistics (e.g., Mardia & Dryden 1989a, 1989b) and displayed in shape
space (e.g., Goodall & Mardia 1993). In Kendall’s treatment (1984, Kendall et al. 1999), shape
space is a quotient space whereby a geodesic distance is a Riemannian metric with a Fréchet
mean space (Le & Kume 2000). Comparing two shapes in this way may be approximately a
Procrustean mean from minimization of Euclidean distances (Kendall 1984, Kendall et al. 1999)
when small variation among shapes is present (Slice 2001).
Expressing allometric variation with respect to the comparison of forms as a latent
variable originates from the work of Thompson (1917, 1942), and this basis is used in modern
morphometrics (e.g., Adams et al. 2004). The multivariate method most often chosen to depict
shape variability is principal components analysis (PCA). Although size and shape are converted
to orthogonal variables, size cannot be entirely extricated from the analysis (Mosimann 1970).
An alternative use of PCA in the analysis of shape variation involves warping based on thin-plate
splines (Bookstein 1989). Mapping one configuration of points to another involves two parts to
the decomposition of the deformation (= bending) of shapes. Tilting an infinitely thin plate so
that bending energy (Slice et al. 1996) equals zero produces an affine transformation on a global
scale. The latent roots or eigenvalues of the bending energy matrix corresponding to the bending
energy in the non-affine part of the transformation are on a local scale. The latent vectors or
eigenvectors associated with the latent roots are the important part of the decomposition since
they are biologically interpretable with respect to the organisms being studied. The eigenvalues
are bending energies, and the eigenvectors are principal warps (Dryden & Mardia 1998).

History of morphometric methods in diatom research – a chronology
Geometric morphometrics, and outline shape analysis in particular, was viewed as a way to
quantitatively differentiate morphologically similar specimens that form species complexes or
other taxonomic units or as a means to pattern recognition for purposes of counting diatoms in
limnological and ecological studies. In the area of pattern recognition, the desire for automated
taxon identification systems has been an impetus for the improvement of consistency and efficacy
in counting diatoms and is directly linked to and a result of using such morphometric methods
(MacLeod et al. 2007).
One of the earliest attempts at morphometric analysis in diatom research involved automated
identification of diatoms using holographic filters (Cairns, Jr. et al. 1974, 1977, 1982). The idea
involved using a laser light source and superimposition of a diatom image and a plane wave
that were focused on a photographic plate. The filter recorded the optical frequencies of the
diatom being studied (Almeida & Eu 1976). In this pattern recognition system, when a diatom
corresponded to the holographic filter made of that diatom, the intensity of the signal was as
indication of degree of identification. The more intense the signal, the higher the correlation
was with the correct identification. That is, autocorrelation signified correct identification, while
cross-correlation signified misidentification. Composite holographic filters were used to identify
multiple diatoms at the same time and diatoms of the same species that had different sizes. Partial
diatom frustules could also be identified using holographic filters. A micro-optical processor was
used to automate this process for diatom counting. Error rate for identifications was 5–10 %
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when compared to counts made visually by a diatom taxonomist using a microscope (Cairns et
al. 1982).
At approximately the same time, a preliminary study was conducted on an automated method
of identifying phytoplankton (Johnston & Stoermer 1976). Diatoms were used to illustrate the
procedure that involved photographing and scanning specimens. Using absorbance values from
the scanning process, a topological method was incorporated into computer programs to detect
individual cell boundaries. The results were that diatom cells could be distinguished from their
background, circular diatoms could be distinguished from oblong diatoms, the ratio of length to
width for each cell could be estimated, an asymmetry factor could be calculated, and measurement
of cell area could be accomplished. Fascicle frequency, based on Fourier analysis to calculate
rotational symmetry, was determined as a way to institute pattern recognition of different centric
diatoms. With the problems associated with cell overlap and boundary detection, Johnston &
Stoermer (1976) recognized that automated diatom taxonomy is much more difficult to achieve
than developing a computer-driven database as a taxonomic reference standard.
In the winter of 1980, The University of Michigan Museum of Zoology hosted a morphometrics workshop and produced two volumes of methods and applications (Bookstein et al.
1985, Rohlf & Bookstein 1990). In general, a consensus was reached that espoused the view
that wherever possible, landmarks, as biological homologies, should be used in morphometrics
to confer biological meaning to the results of analysis. The group did not address problems
where landmarks are not identifiable on organism form because of developmental or other
morphological considerations. Outline recovery methods as decomposition into harmonics (e.g.,
Rohlf 1990) rather than superimposition were also explicated. Diatoms, per se, were one of many
organisms not tested with morphometric methods developed at the workshop
Just prior to development of modern shape theory and usage of landmark-based methods,
decomposition into harmonics, or Fourier analysis, was developed as a shape analysis method
of object outlines (Zahn & Roskies 1972, Bennett & MacDonald 1975, Persoon & Fu 1977).
Concomitantly and subsequently, Fourier analysis has become one of the most widely used
techniques in calculating biological shape descriptors for use in multivariate ordination or
other analyses (e.g., Gevirtz 1976, Younker & Ehrlich 1977, Kincaid & Schneider 1983, Rohlf
& Archie 1984, Ferson et al. 1985, Lestrel 1997, and others), including eigenshape analysis
(Lohmann 1983) and Fourier elliptical analysis (Kuhl & Giardina 1982). Applications in diatom
research would take the form of not only using Fourier analysis, and in particular, the discrete
Fourier transform, but also adaptation of orthogonal polynomials for use in shape analysis.
Such methods were being explored with respect to diatom valve shape outlines. One of the
first of these studies was that of Gomphoneis herculeana (Ehrenberg) P. T. Cleve (Stoermer &
Ladewski 1982). Shape analysis of this taxon was accomplished using Legendre polynomials
fitted to the diatom outline in a least-squares sense. Legendre coefficients were extracted as
shape descriptors and ordinated in PCA to depict shape variation. As a result, G. herculeana was
determined to have different shapes between a modern and the type population, and this was
corroborated using discriminant analysis (DA).
Soon thereafter, other studies using Legendre polynomials followed, including those of
Gomphoneis P. T. Cleve (Stoermer et al. 1984), Didymosphenia M. Schmidt (Stoermer et al. 1986),
Tabellaria flocculosa (Roth) Kützing (Theriot & Ladewski 1986), Eunotia pectinalis (Kützing)
Rabenhorst (Steinman & Ladewski 1987), Surirella fastuosa (Ehrenberg) Ehrenberg (Goldman et
al. 1990), Meridion C. A. Agardh (Rhode et al. 2001), Cymbella cistula (Hemprich in Hemprich
& Ehrenberg) Kirchner species complex (Pappas & Stoermer 2003), and Fragilariforma (Ralfs)
Williams et Round (Kingston & Pappas 2009). In each of these studies, Legendre coefficients
were used as shape coefficients, and these shape coefficients were ordinated in PCA. DA was
also used, and with this, ordination revealed that eigenvectors could be interpreted in biological
terms. Fourier analysis was also applied in two cases. One involved a study of Tabellaria
Ehrenberg (Mou & Stoermer 1992), and the other study involved Asterionella Hassall (Pappas
& Stoermer 2001, Pappas et al. 2001). Both Tabellaria and Asterionella are particularly devoid
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of discrete morphological characters and are prime examples where landmark-based methods
are not applicable.
For studies using Legendre polynomials, results indicated varying degrees of distinguishability
of shape groups. A broader study of Gomphoneis revealed that five of six modern populations
were different in shape from the type population. The one population that was similarly shaped
occurred in the same locality as the type population (Stoermer et al. 1984). For Didymosphenia,
populations from Lake Baikal and China could be distinguished from Karluk Lake and Lake
Superior when based on shape analysis alone, while populations from Karluk Lake and Lake
Superior were not easily distinguishable from each other (Stoermer et al. 1986). Shape variation
in neotype specimens of Tabellaria flocculosa was found to be separable for long specimens,
while size-reduced specimens exhibited greater shape variability, and therefore, shape was not
recovered as well (Theriot & Ladewski 1986). In studying populations from a pool site and
a riffle site in Rhode Island over a four-season period, Eunotia pectinalis, was found to have
continuous shape variation (Steinman & Ladewski 1987). Similarly, populations of Surirella
fastuosa from Belize and the Philippines revealed only slight shape differences (Goldman et
al. 1990). Separation of shapes in the Cymbella cistula species complex from specimens in
northern Lake Michigan and Torch Lake was accomplished to show that six groups could be
distinguished (Pappas & Stoermer 2003). In a study of Fragilariforma that included specimens
from a variety of localities as well as digitized images of specimens published in the literature,
it was demonstrated that nine different taxon groups were distinguished and that currently used
taxonomic names could be assigned to each group (Kingston & Pappas 2009).
Again, in all of the aforementioned studies, with the exception of Kingston & Pappas (2009),
shape group differentiation was not necessarily completely satisfied. As indicated previously,
diatom shape is a continuous variable with respect to vegetative size reduction. If diatom shape
variation is minimal, Legendre polynomial and multivariate analysis may not be sensitive enough
to extract distinct shape groups. (See the sections “Outline shape, orthogonal polynomials and
their properties, and regression coefficients,” and “Choice of method and issues to consider” for
more details).
For studies using the discrete Fourier transform, results were produced to hypothesize distinct
shape groups, while highlighting the necessity to apply novel methods to extract information on
fine differences in variation (e.g., Pappas 2006). In a study of Tabellaria, Fourier descriptors
were used to delineate eight shape groups (Mou & Stoermer 1992). For Asterionella, seven
shape groups were found (Pappas & Stoermer 2001). However, in both of these cases, a high
degree of shape variability indicated the continuous nature of valve shapes produced by each
taxon via size reduction. With diatom variation as a continuous variable, both minimal shape
variation (mentioned above) and high degree of shape variation may present difficulties in
extracting shape groups.
More recently, automated diatom identification has reappeared in a more encompassing form
with the advent of the Automatic Diatom Identification and Classification (ADIAC) project (du
Buf & Bayer 2002). A group of researchers devised a number of unsupervised contour and feature
extraction and identification systems using the power of computers, mathematical modeling,
microscopy, and information about morphology, taxonomy and ecology of diatoms.
For contour extraction (Fischer et al. 2002), segmenting gray level images of diatoms is used
(Loke & du Buf 2002). Edge detection (e.g., Canny 1986) or thresholding (e.g., Sahoo et al. 1988)
is used to differentiate diatoms in a given field by detecting the difference among diatom outlines
(as closed contours) and other unstructured background gray level matter. Feature extraction
(Fischer & Bunke 2002), as texture descriptors, is also used in making diatom identifications.
The process is automated with respect to slide scanning autofocusing and microscopy, and
decision trees or forests and other means of classification are used to achieve identifications.
Various methods are used in the segmenting, extraction and identification processes, including
Gabor functions (Santos & du Buf 2002), dynamic ellipse fitting (Ciobanu & du Buf 2002),
mathematical morphology (Wilkinson et al. 2002), and a combination of such methods. Results
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from the system were compared with those produced by experts in diatom taxonomy. In addition,
comparisons of results were made to those using Fourier analysis (e.g., Fischer & Bunke 2002) or
Legendre polynomials (e.g., Ciobanu & du Buf 2002, Mann et al. 2004), as these were methods
previously used in diatom research. Subsequently, other diatom recognition studies involve,
for example, extraction and grouping of contour segments of diatom shape (Loke et al. 2002),
using segmentation and feature extraction to distinguish between diatoms and debris in water
samples (Forero-Vargas et al. 2003), building curvature scale space and extracting features using
cluster analysis (Jalba et al. 2005), and using Fourier shape descriptors, texture analysis using
the fast Fourier transform and dimensionality-reduced probabilistic principle curves (Hicks et al.
2006). Overall, a large contribution was made by the researchers involved with ADIAC to the
compilation of mathematical methods previously applied in diatom identifications.
Recently, Beszteri et al. (2005) and Potapova & Hamilton (2007) used landmark-based
morphometrics on Cyclotella meneghiniana Kützing and related species and the Achnanthidium
minutissimum (Kützing) Czarnecki species complex, respectively. Subsequently, Falasco et al.
(2009), Novais et al. (2009), and Vesela et al. (2009) used these initial studies to apply landmarkbased methods to diatoms. Until this time, landmark-based morphometrics were not used on
diatoms since questions were raised about the applicability (Mou & Stoermer 1992). It should
be noted that some practitioners of geometric morphometric methods have recognized that
landmark-based methods and outline methods are not incompatible when used in combination
for analysis. Combination landmark-based and outline methods include sliding semilandmarks
(e.g., Bookstein 1996), edgels (rotation of direction through a landmark to acquire information
about curvature) (Bookstein & Green 1993, Little & Mardia 1996), and creases (global extrema
as landmarks and local outline points with respect to degree of smoothing to obtain a singularity)
(Bookstein 2000). In spite of this, there are still a number of issues to be dealt with in deciding
whether landmark-based methods can actually be used to analyze diatoms to achieve reliable
results. This will be discussed below.
Using landmark-based methods in diatom research
Two recent papers using landmark-based methods in diatom research illustrate some of the
challenges involved in using such methods. Number of specimens used, biological and geometric
homology, sampling all members of a size reduction series, the number of landmarks used, the
location of landmarks, measurement error, and choice of a reference are among the issues that
require careful consideration. All of these matters will affect the validity of the outcome from
landmark-based analysis.
Beszteri et al. (2005) used both conventional and landmark-based morphometric methods
in their study. (By conventional morphometrics, Beszteri et al. (2005) mean traditional
morphometrics or simple valve measurements). Using the methods of thin plate splines and
partial warps in their application of landmark-based morphometrics, they sought to differentiate
Cyclotella meneghiniana from C. scaldensis Muylaert & Sabbe and other presumably different
morphological variants. The landmarks they identified involved the rimoportulae on the valve
margin and the centroid of the valve face. They did not include all specimens that were used in
their traditional analysis since some of them did not qualify within their own specifications.
If all specimens are not included in an analysis of shape the results may be biased (Adams et
al. 2004). In a study of shape variation limits in orders of mammals, Marcus et al. (2000) found
that such variation among skulls is low. However, they also acknowledged that their results were
misleading since some landmarks could not be used because they did not exist on some of the
taxa used in the study. The limitations of either not using all specimens or not using all landmarks
distort the outcome of such studies (Adams et al. 2004).
Historically, homology has acquired many meanings. In biology, homology is a concept used
to signify similarity between anatomical structures as a result of some original structure in a
shared common ancestor (e.g., Wiley 1981), structures that arose from the same developmental
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origin (e.g., Wagner 1989), structures defined by a specific function (e.g., Cracraft 1967), or
structures that originated genetically with regard to DNA sequences, proteins or chromosomes
(e.g., Ghiselin 1969). According to Rohlf (1998), homology with regard to morphometrics means
“geometric” structures between two organisms that have a consistent biological or biomechanical
meaning that are represented by points, curves, and subsequently, by multivariate descriptors
(also see Slice et al. 1996). Again, landmarks as homologies are biologically meaningful only
when they are based on phylogeny or development (Cartmill 1994) or genetics or functionality.
Determining biological homology was traditionally based on whole structures, not individual
geometric points (MacLeod 1999). However, unlike biological homologies, landmarks might
also be identified that are only meaningful in a geometric (= mathematical) sense (e.g.,
pseudolandmarks), or landmarks might represent more than one region of a form (Rohlf 1988).
The qualifications to meet regarding the various definitions of landmarks determine in great
measure how the results of landmark-based analyses are interpreted. Ideally, biological homology
is the goal of landmark-based analyses.
Diatom size reduction involves changes in the characters (as homologous structures) on
the valve face, and detecting these changes depends on whether all stages are present and are
sampled. Unlike their traditional morphometric treatment, Beszteri et al. (2005) did not specify
whether complete size reduction series were used in landmark-based analysis. Depending on
what stage in a size reduction series is present, it is also important to specify which characters
on the diatom valve face that are chosen as landmarks are invariant in order to yield biologically
meaningful results. Ontogenetic correspondence is particularly important in diatoms.
As stated earlier, function is important with regard to homology (e.g., Mou & Stoermer).
If the function of the structure (= character) is in question, then assigning landmarks to the
structure for partial and relative warp analysis is unwarranted. If the function of the rimoportula
is known sufficiently well, and landmark-based methods are used to its determine shape variation
interspecifically, then the results from analysis will be biologically meaningful.
In general, choosing landmarks is not an easy task. The relative importance of the points
chosen is ultimately a subjective matter in the purview of the researcher doing the analysis.
However, choice of landmarks, including the centroid, is only valid if landmarks that are widely
dispersed on the valve face are chosen (Bookstein 1991). The centroid on a diatom valve is
meaningful only in regard to its shape perimeter, and shape perimeter was not the focus of
Beszteri et al.’s (2005) study. Instead, Beszteri et al. (2005) chose the centroid, which is distant
from the landmarks chosen that are clustered close together on or near a rimoportula. Deformation
between two points chosen far away from each other will be highly distorted in contrast to two
points close together, which move approximately in tandem (Bookstein 1986). That is, points
chosen in close proximity that move in approximate tandem will not measure shape change
(Bookstein 1986).
Choice of landmarks also entails other caveats of which researchers must be cognizant.
Landmarks can induce two forms of measurement error. One is with regard to digitizing
coordinates; the other is with respect to intrapopulation variation in shape (Goodall 1991). That
is, measurement errors may be found in geometric features or, alternatively, in the size-shape
spaces generated (Bookstein 1986). In addition, choosing landmarks means that highly curved
parts may be missed in the analysis (Bookstein 1991). As a result, curving of form in between
landmarks is not recovered in landmark-based Procrustean analysis. In Beszteri et al.’s (2005)
study, the curved part of the rimoportula is not sampled between landmarks, so the curvature of
the rimoportula was not analyzed.
Sampling relevant locations of an organism to recover morphological structures or shape is
necessary. If measuring shape change among a group of organisms is the goal of the study, then
inadequate choice of landmark locations will mean that shape changes will not be measured
and the results will be misleading (Lestrel 2000). If landmarks chosen are not independent of
one another, they are not legitimate points to be used in Procrustean analysis. Moreover, shape
variation patterns need to be tested with respect to the population mean shape to be sure that such
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patterns are not mathematical artifacts of superimposition, since it is possible for superimposition
to induce a covariance structure on the landmarks (Adams et al. 2004). The number of landmarks
chosen is also a matter of concern, since this will influence the outcome of the analysis (Adams et
al. 2004). The limitations of landmark-based methods do not necessarily extract morphologically
relevant information in the best or most optimal way (Lestrel 2000).
Once relevant landmark locations are determined, landmark-based methods involve
multivariate analysis by extraction of principal and partial warps (Slice et al. 1996) and the
calculation of relative warps (Bookstein 1991). Partial warps are nonaffine transformations
of localized bending energy. Depending on the value of the eigenvalues, small or large scale
(local or global) deformation is represented. That is, the first principal and partial warps (= small
eigenvalues) are associated with large scale deformation, while the last principal and partial
warps (= large eigenvalues) are associated with small scale deformation and represent landmarks
that are close together. With respect to principal and partial warps, relative warps are used when
a random sample of shapes exists, and this alternative is similar to using PCA with a Euclidean
metric (Dryden & Mardia 1998).
Partial warp scores form a continuous variable (Bookstein 1991, Rohlf 1998), and these
scores along with relative warp scores must be used cautiously. Beszteri et al. (2005) regressed
relative warp scores on centroid size and valve diameter in order to account for allometric
changes. Valve diameter relates to the overall size of a specimen and not necessarily to the
size of the rimoportulae. If valve diameter is confounded by shape because of developmental
considerations, then it is not necessarily independent of size, and this will influence regression of
partial warp scores on valve diatmeter. Beszteri et al. (2005) did not report correlation coefficients
from regressing partial warp scores on centroid size and valve diameter.
There has been much debate on the use of partial and relative warp scores in other capacities with regard to what exactly they measure (e.g., Rohlf 1998, Adams & Rosenberg 1998).
Individual partial as well as relative warp scores are not biologically interpretable as single
measures (Adams & Rosenberg 1998). They are the eigenvectors or axes and are only biologically
meaningful when considered over the sum of all axes that is tangent to the total shape space
(Bookstein 1991, Rohlf 1996). Eigenvalues for each relative warp and the trace indicate the
degree of variation explained by the analysis. Beszteri et al. (2005) did not report eigenvalues
from their relative warp analysis.
The principle warp axes are based on the reference form chosen. These axes are sensitive
to the choice of a reference (Rohlf 1996). Beszteri et al. (2005) chose to use the mean shapedetermining landmarks as a reference, and this included the central part of the valve. Overall, in
a diatom size reduction series, the mean shape may not be representative, and interspecifically,
comparison of taxa may be difficult. If overall shape is to be analyzed, perhaps a median would
be a better reference, but this would need to be tested.
Using traditional morphometrics, Beszteri et al. (2005) study produced separation of shape
variants among taxa. Using landmark-based methods, Beszteri et al. (2005) found it difficult
to interpret differences between Cyclotella scaldensis morphs. They also found that values
from cultures had more shape variation using landmark-based methods than using traditional
methods. As Beszteri et al. (2005) have indicated, landmark-based methods in diatom research
are not applicable in cases where the “varying number of most structures found on diatom
frustules is … a practical problem”. As a preliminary study, Beszteri et al. (2005) have shown
that application of landmark-based methods in diatom research has many caveats to overcome in
order to produce reliable results. Unlike shape outline analysis; there are particular problems that
must be addressed when attempting to use landmark-based methods in diatom research.
Potapova & Hamilton (2007) used sliding “landmarks” (Bookstein 1996, 1997) in their study
of Achnanthidium minutissimum and related taxa in order to circumvent the problem of identifying biologically homologous points. This modification of the original usage of landmarks was
devised since using landmarks, as specified previously, is not always applicable for a number
of reasons. To reiterate, landmarks may not be identifiable for many scientifically important
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organisms or parts thereof (Bookstein 1996, 1997), such as areas of high curvature (Perez et
al. 2006). In addition, location of landmarks may be rendered uncertain because of insufficient
confidence that they are applicable on a one-to-one basis among a group of forms or across a
given range of shape variation (e.g., Perez et al. 2006). That is, there is uncertainty in locating
landmarks on curved areas when few to no landmarks are present elsewhere (Bookstein 1996,
1997, Perez et al. 2006). Finally, landmarks form a discrete data set that does not extend to
explanations about continuous data that are biologically important, such as surface areas and
volumes (Bookstein 1996, 1997), if this is a goal of the research being conducted.
Sliding “landmarks” are actually semilandmarks (e.g., Perez et al. 2006) or quasilandmarks
(e.g., Bookstein 1997) whereby points on a curved outline are slid on one form in order to match
them with points on a reference form (Green 1995, Bookstein 1996, 1997). To match forms means
removing tangential variation by minimizing bending energy (Bookstein 1997) or Procrustes
distance (Bookstein et al. 2002) via thin-plate splines (Bookstein 1996). Semilandmarks may be
combined with actual landmarks using this technique of matching contours via sliding points.
The rationale is that contours, not the points, should be homologous from shape to shape. In
their study, Potapova & Hamilton (2007) identified the points they chose for study as landmarks,
however, this is an error since only semilandmarks (or quasilandmarks) can be used with the
sliding technique. For the purposes of discussion, we will use the term ‘semilandmark’ in place
of their designation.
Initially, 16 semilandmarks were chosen around the periphery of the diatom valve (Potapova
& Hamilton 2007). Asymmetry was corrected for by averaging x, y coordinates from mirror
images of valve faces (= reflection), resulting in an object symmetry (e.g., Mardia et al. 2000) for
each valve face. From this, one-quarter of the valve face semilandmarks were used in Procrustean
analysis, as was the centroid of the valve face (Potapova & Hamilton 2007). That is, Potapova &
Hamilton (2007) used 5 semilandmarks and 1 landmark for a total of 6 points.
Semilandmarks are sensitive to location (Adams et al. 2004). In addition, the number of
semilandmarks used will affect the results. If more semilandmarks than landmarks are chosen,
the semilandmarks with outweigh the landmarks and skew the results toward curvature (Perez
et al. 2006). If fewer semilandmarks are used, then there will not be enough value about outline
curvature extracted from the analysis so that shape information is recovered. There is also the
possibility that too few semilandmarks may be chosen because of the nature of the outline
shape, so that recovering the outline does not completely occur. By contrast, with shape outline
methods, the only requirement is not to choose so many points as to cause overfitting (e.g.,
Pappas et al. 2001).
Overall, use of semilandmarks and outline methods may not be very different from one
another in the sense that they are used to interpret biological homology in the same way
(MacLeod 1999, Sheets et al. 2004). The similarity between outline and semilandmark methods
is evident when examining the way in which coordinates are selected on the diatom valve
outline. In outline methods using Legendre polynomials, coordinates chosen must be equidistant
from each other. When using the discrete Fourier transform and the method of arc lengths and
tangent angles, coordinates are chosen by “sliding” them into position relative to other specimens
regardless of size. It is not necessary to use equidistant coordinates, but sometimes this occurs
by happenstance. Both outline and semilandmark methods rely on homologous outline segments
for use in analysis.
For their reference shape, Potapova & Hamilton (2007) chose the average of the average
coordinates of reflections for each image and called this a ‘consensus configuration’. That is,
they used a “consensus” figure for each diatom valve face, and then took the average of all these
“consensus” figures to use as a reference shape. The mean shape may not be representative with
respect to size reduction series. Potapova & Hamilton (2007) did not use complete size reduction
series, and they used unknown stages with respect to life cycle. They tried to eliminate allometric
variation in their data by regressing partial warp scores versus valve length, and then use the
residuals as shape variables. That is, they regressed a shape dependent variable uncorrected
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for size (partial warp scores) on a size dependent variable (length), with the left over variation
used as a size-independent shape variable (residuals). However, partial warp residuals are not
independent variables, and they are used for investigating shape variability, not size-independent
shape variability (Dryden & Mardia 1998).
Subsequently, Falasco et al. (2009), Novais et al. (2009), and Vesela et al. (2009) in their
studies of the Sellaphora stroemii species complex, Gomphonema rosenstockianum – G.
tergestinum species complex, and Navicula cryptocephala – N. trivialis species complex,
respectively, based their methodologies on the previously discussed papers. In their studies
there was a lack of understanding of the difference between landmarks and semilandmarks, with
Falasco et al. (2009) and Novais et al. (2009) using them for morphometric analysis, but not
mentioning this in the text. In Vesela et al. (2009), there was misidentification of semilandmarks
as landmarks. As with the previous papers, the aforementioned problems with using geometric
morphometrics in diatom research were not addressed. Our attention will be focused next on
shape outline methods since they have been tested over time. In addition, we are interested
in examining dimensionality reduction methods that are used to analyze shape descriptors and
how these methods are related. We are primarily interested in shape analysis where homologous
curves and biologically meaningful interpretation of results is the desired outcome in shape
space, rather than those methods that produce only geometrically meaningful results.

Using outline morphometric methods in diatom research
In general, as has been already stated, there are two areas of study with regard to outline methods
used in diatom research, namely, shape analysis and pattern recognition. The differences between
shape analysis and pattern recognition can be summarized as follows: pattern recognition is the
detecting of differences in shape and pattern among specimens for taxonomic decision-making
and binning of specimens, while shape analysis is used to find such differences in shape and
pattern that can be interpreted as biologically meaningful in a morphospace.
Both shape analysis and pattern recognition have been shown to be useful in research
involving diatom taxonomy and classification (e.g., Stoermer & Ladewski 1982, du Buf & Bayer
2002) schemes, where such schemes have been used in evolutionary, ecological, or other studies.
With many questions remaining in diatom taxonomy, development, ecology, among other related
fields, caution should be exercised in deciding which morphometric methods are appropriate
for use. Choice is dependent upon individual research questions, and the researcher’s purposes
and level of understanding dictate which methods should be used. Regardless, a thorough
understanding of the methods chosen for use will promote success in the results obtained and
confidence by the readership in the legitimacy of those results.
With this in mind concerning geometric morphometrics, biologically meaningful results
from shape analysis are the most desirable goal in using such methods. Applying mathematical
analysis to further understanding of the biology of diatoms and also as an aid in decision-making
in diatom taxonomic and related problems should be the rationale for using morphometrics.
However, there will be times when biological evidence is scant or inaccurate so that recourse
to mathematical constructs might be the only way to hypothesize, for example, about potential
connections among specimens in diatom taxonomic studies. At the very least, applying
mathematical methods, such as shape analysis should be used with great care and understanding.
In the following subsections, we will focus on the use of shape analysis and resultant shape
morphospaces to aid in understanding the methods employed. Some details are provided about
diatom shape descriptions, basic measurements, orthogonal polynomials and their properties
and usage in regression, issues to consider, how to treat shape descriptor data, and multivariate
methods used to depict shape space.
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Diatom valve shape as a morphological character
Categorizing diatoms geometrically is a starting point to determine which methods are
appropriate for shape analysis. Many centric diatoms are circular, while others are not. According
to Barber & Haworth (1981), shape descriptions may be ascribed to diatom valves, and for
shape analysis these descriptions may be useful in matching shape description as a category with
shape analytical method as well as interpreting such descriptions with respect to method used to
calculate n-dimensional shape space.
As an overview, some diatom valve shapes, generally pennate diatoms, may be categorized
as mostly oblong, which include oval and rectangular shapes. Those that are mostly oval go
by the shape descriptions of “elliptic”, “narrow elliptic”, or “ovate”, while rectangular shapes
may include “acicular”, “lanceolate”, or “linear” as descriptive attributions. Also included in the
rectangular-like subgroup are triangular, rhomboidal and trapezoidal shaped valves with straight
sides (Barber & Haworth 1981). All of these shapes include sections of the valve that are straight
for most of the outline where the change in shape is zero.
All other diatom valve shapes may be described as asymmetrically or highly curved.
Subgroups of shapes that are asymmetrical with respect to the apical or transapical axis include
those that are “clavate”, “panduriform”, “reniform”, “crescentic”, or “arcuate”. Highly curved
shapes include “biundulate”, “triundulate”, or “n-undulate” as well as “cruciform”, “sigmoid”
and “polygonal” shapes without straight sides (Barber and Haworth 1981).
Further subdivisions of categories can be made with regard to shape of the ends of
pennate diatom valves. Descriptive terms such as “acute”, “apiculate”, “rostrate”, “capitate”,
“subcapitate”, “rounded”, “cuneate”, or “spatulate” can be attributed to diatom valve ends
(Barber & Haworth 1981) where the main part of the valve shape is either oblong/rectangular
(straight sides) or highly curved/asymmetrical.
All of these categories may be modeled mathematically. In the following, we only look
at methods of shape analysis rather than pattern recognition. We want to explore why shape
analysis methods are useful in extracting biologically relevant information in diatom studies,
why these methods work in the context of a morphospace, and why these methods may not work
in all cases. In addition, we explore the possibilities for new morphometric methods that should
be used chiefly to extract biologically meaningful information for use in diatom studies.
Basic measurements
When using any method of outline shape analysis, it must be remembered that diatom valves
are three-dimensional objects, hence any representation of valve shape is dependent upon the
choice of measurement plane. For species with complex forms this may not be a simple choice,
particularly if the light microscope is used for measurement. For most species, the easiest and
probably most reliable solution is to use the lower edge of the valve mantle as the plane of
measurement. This provides a shape plane of focus and is more easily defined than other potential
reference points of the valve. For specimens such as Achnanthidium that are highly curved in
the valvar plane, this method is not satisfactory for recovery of whole valve outlines, but may
be used for recovery of partial outlines in some specimens. Needless to say, a great deal of care
is needed to provide accurate measurements. Very slight errors in measurement may accumulate
and provide confusing results.
Outline shape, orthogonal polynomials and their properties, and regression
coefficients
For shape analysis of diatom valve outline, orthogonal polynomials such as Legendre
polynomials (e.g., Stoermer & Ladewski 1982) and the discrete Fourier transform have been
used (e.g., Mou & Stoermer 1992). Starting with a finite number and position of coordinates on
the diatom valve outline, orthogonal polynomial regression is used by determining the curved
segments of the outline, for example, as change in width function (Legendre polynomials) or
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change in arc lengths and tangent angles (discrete Fourier transform). Orthogonal polynomial
regression is a method of fitting a least-squares curve around an outline. Orthogonal polynomials
have properties that define their suitability in analyzing valve shape with respect to the shape
categories specified. From x, y coordinates of a diatom valve outline, coefficients from orthogonal
polynomial regression are used as numerical shape descriptors.
Of all the orthogonal polynomials, Legendre, Chebeshev (of the first and second kind),
Gegenbauer, and Zernike polynomials are special cases of the Jacobi polynomials (Abramowitz
& Stegun 1972). Other orthogonal polynomials commonly known are Hermite and Laguerre
polynomials (Abramowitz & Stegun 1972). Legendre polynomials are the simplest of
the orthogonal polynomials because their weight function is equal to 1, unlike all the other
orthogonal polynomials (Abramowitz & Stegun 1972). For n-Legendre polynomials, P(x), that
are recursive (Szokefalvi-Nagy 1965), and n-Legendre coefficients, c, that are used as shape
descriptors, expansion of the width function, W(x), is
N

W x    c n Pn x 

(1)

1

(Stoermer & Ladewski 1982, Pappas & Stoermer 2003). The width function is a linear
combination of Legendre polynomials of degree n in x, and each Legendre coefficient, cn, is an
independent shape descriptor because of orthogonality. Legendre polynomials form a complete
orthogonal system based on the interval [-1, 1] and a weight function (ρ) of 1. Expansion of the
width function represents the expression of Legendre polynomials as a series.
The generalized orthogonality relation may be stated as
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where, in the case of Legendre polynomials, j = -1 and k = 1 are boundaries of the interval
for the width function, f x   W x , with weight function ρ = 1, and δ is Kronecker delta.
Because of orthogonality and expansion of the width function, Legendre polynomials as a
series are mathematically related to Fourier series. That is, Legendre and Fourier expansions
are orthogonal expansions. Expansion of the Fourier series may result in the Fourier transform
(Edwards 1967), and it is coefficients from this that are used as shape descriptors. So, expansion
of the Fourier series takes the form of
N
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where  n x  are the Fourier functions of cos (nx) and sin (nx), and in the generalized
orthogonality relation (Eq. (1)), f x   x , c is the nth coefficient, [j, k] is the interval [-π,
π], and the weight function, ρ, is equal to 1 (Weinberger 1995).
For orthogonal polynomial regression using Fourier functions, we see that
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becomes
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We want to minimize the difference between f(x) and Legendre polynomial or Fourier function
by the choice of coefficients, c. That is,
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where the norm is a measure of the deviation of  n x  from f x  (Brown & Churchill 2001).
From this, it should be evident that Legendre polynomials and Fourier functions as orthogonal
functions using least-squares regression, can produce orthogonal coefficients in a similar fashion
that are the basis of shape descriptors in shape analysis.
Coefficients from a linear combination of orthogonal polynomials are used as shape
descriptors. In some cases, these coefficients may be directly interpretable as numerical
representations of morphological features of diatom valve shapes. That is, numerical shape
descriptors may correspond directly to morphological features of a diatom valve outline. This is
a desirable property in that some biologically meaningful information should be extractable from
a numerical process of analyzing diatom shape.
Such a desirable property has been demonstrated by using Legendre polynomials (Stoermer
& Ladewski 1982) but is not readily possible with respect to Fourier functions (e.g., Mou &
Stoermer 1992, however, see Ehrlich et al 1983). Matching geometric constructs to shape
morphology and descriptions may be done with each successive Legendre polynomial. Using
this, a model is built up from one Legendre polynomial to the next whereby there is an associated
physical description of morphology of the valve sides, middle and ends at each step in the process.
Overall, the discrete Fourier transform is useful in modeling shape for any diatom outline
despite lack of matching Fourier coefficients to morphological features. Legendre polynomials
may be used when diatom valve outline is highly or continuously curved, or at least, contains
closely spaced curved portions. If diatom valve outline is less curved and more elliptical or
rectangular or has long spans that are linear, the Fourier transform would be more suitable.
For example, Tabellaria has relatively long, straight segments interrupted by areas of extreme
curvature in the middle and at the ends of the valve. In the case of T. flocculosa (Theriot &
Ladewski 1987), valve outline was not recovered as well using Legendre polynomials. By
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constrast, a subsequent study of Tabellaria shape was modeled using the discrete Fourier
transform and outline shape was more successfully recovered (Mou & Stoermer 1992). Choice
of a particular function depends not only on the curvature of the valve outline, but also the
particular mathematical properties of the function selected for use. Although using the discrete
Fourier transform is not necessarily a method to directly match shape coefficients to physical
morphological descriptions of the diatom valve, it is suitable in calculating shape descriptors that
may be used in subsequent analysis to determine shape groups. Whether these shape groups are
species groups is another matter. This method may be one of the only ways to represent diatom
valve outline numerically, especially for character-poor taxa having shapes similar in curvature
to Tabellaria and Asterionella.
In a recent study of the Sellaphora pupula (Kützing) Mereschovsky species complex, Mann
et al. (2004) compared using Legendre polynomials to morphometric constructs using contour
segment analysis based on the Fourier transform. From their results, Legendre coefficients
ordinated in shape space using PCA were dispersed as three groups, while results from individual
plots of maxima or minima contour points or curvatures were depicted as six groups. Mann et al.
(2004) did not use multivariate analysis or cross-validate shape groups from results of contour
segment analysis. Their interpretation of results is a comparison of apples to oranges since a
multivariate method of shape variation (PCA with Legendre coefficients) was compared to their
univariate one. Moreover, as stated previously, Legendre polynomials and coefficients, when
ordinated in shape space, are directly interpretable and matchable to physical morphological
features of valve shape, while diatom shape analysis based on the Fourier transform has not been
shown to be interpretable as such (e.g., Mou & Stoermer 1992, Pappas & Stoermer 2001). It may
be that Legendre polynomials are not appropriate for use since the outlines of some specimens
in the S. pupula species complex have curved sections interrupted by more linear segments,
and this was not tested. Most importantly with regard to multivariate methods, the method of
dimensionality reduction has more to do with differentiating shape groups than the method
used to obtain shape descriptors. The specifications of the methods to extract shape descriptors,
namely Legendre polynomials, are not the means to classify shapes. That is, the resultant shape
coefficients from Legendre polynomials are the data, while multivariate methods are used for
classification and shape group separation, and therefore it is these methods that have the most
influence in what kind of shape group separation occurs and how well separation of shape groups
is defined. Choice of the multivariate method used to analyze shape data is primarily responsible
for depiction of shape group separation, and others have corroborated this finding (e.g., Sheets
et al. 2006).
Shape descriptors and data transformation
Perhaps the issue is the actual degree of difference among the shapes being considered for
shape group determination. If the difference in shape is small, then it may be that whatever the
multivariate method used will not be sensitive enough to reveal separate shape groups readily,
even in the case where the number of species groups is known a priori. That is, the distribution
of the data used as shape descriptors may be narrowly defined. This situation may require data
transformation in order to disperse the scores in an ordination.
In a study of Asterionella using Fourier coefficients (Pappas 2000, Pappas & Stoermer 2001),
22 mean-corrected amplitudes, A, were arranged in an m x n matrix of m rows (specimens) by
n columns. To improve symmetry about the grand mean, data transformation was used (NoyMeir 1973, Noy-Meir et al. 1975). That is, centering on rows (specimens) and standardizing on
the row (specimen) norm was used to move the centroid to the origin and rescale the variance
around the origin (Noy-Meir et al. 1975, Jongman et al. 1995). Centering on rows (specimens)
ensured that the contribution of each specimen was proportional to its variance (Noy-Meir et al.
1975). Standardization by row (specimen) norm, where the mean equals zero and variance equals
one, produced equal contribution of all specimens. In this way, no one specimen would unduly
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influence the ordination. In addition, square root transformation was used to further disperse
the data around the grand mean since between-shape variance for all Asterionella was within a
narrow range (Pappas 2000, Pappas & Stoermer 2001).
Multivariate methods and the analysis of shape variation
Variation in shape coefficients is depicted in an ordination as a result of multivariate statistical
analysis. This is typically the way in which to analyze all valve shapes with respect to each other.
Multivariate shape space has properties that make it useful in shape analysis and discerning
differences in shape variation on an n-dimensional basis.
Multivariate shape space may be characterized as the result of the singular value decomposition
(e.g., Green & Carroll 1978). Using the aforementioned example of the matrix of mean-corrected
amplitudes as Asterionella shape descriptors, A, the singular value decomposition of A may be
stated as A = PDQ’ where P is the m × r matrix of eigenvectors of the major product moment
AA’. The n × r rotation matrix, Q, is the matrix of eigenvectors of the minor product moment
A’A. The diagonal matrix, D, has positive rank-ordered eigenvalues with off-diagonal elements
equal to zero.
Although shape space is calculated to be multidimensional, the idea in using multivariate
methods is to find the fewest number of independent eigenvectors that represent the greatest
amount of shape variation. Underlying eigenvectors extracted are orthogonal and, if normalized
to unit vectors as stated above, orthonormal. The result is that shape space represents a new
coordinate system of shape descriptors where an ordination is a picture of the variance-covariance
matrix of all shape values in the lowest dimensional space possible to explain the maximal
amount of shape variation. Chiefly, PCA and discriminant analysis (DA) (including canonical
variates analysis (e.g., Goldman et al. 1990) and multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)
(e.g., Steinman & Ladewski 1987) have been used to calculate shape variation, and we focus on
these methods for use in calculating n-dimensional shape space.
Principal components and discriminant analysis
Initially, PCA is used as the dimensionality reducing method for shape descriptors. For the most
part, PCA is used initially to depict total shape variation. In general, most of the shape variation
in diatoms is related to size, and this allometric feature is revealed in PCA where ordination
depicts subsequent parts of total shape variation on a dimension-by-dimension basis. In this way,
PCA can account for shape variation numerically and concisely. For PCA, to obtain Z principal
component axes, A = PDQ’ is postmultiplied by Q so that AQ = PD = Z. In addition, the
principal components are rescaled so that their variances are equal
to one so that standardized unit
1
variance component scores are calculated as Z s  m 1 AQ1 (Green & Carroll 1978).
From this result, component scores are dispersed in shape space so that additional analysis could
be performed on the total shape variation gradient (Pappas 2000, Pappas & Stoermer 2001).
In addition, it is possible, though not necessarily the case, that while total shape variation may
be depicted in a PCA ordination, shape groups may be evident when separation between clusters
of PCA scores occurs. Separation of shape groups in PCA is influenced by other factors such as
sample size and the extent to which the entire spectrum of shape variation was sampled. Moreover,
it is not necessarily the case that differences in shape groups should be evident concomitant with
the eigenvectors representing most of the variation or with sequential eigenvectors plotted as
two-dimensional ordinations. Small eigenvalues or non-sequential eigenvectors may be sources
of explanation of differences among shape groups (e.g., Stoermer & Ladewski 1982).
While PCA is useful for total shape variation, DA (e.g., Cooley & Lohnes 1971, Green &
Carroll 1978) is the way in which to identify actual shape groups, and perhaps, even corroborate
such shape groups as distinct species. Moreover, DA may be viewed as a way to crossvalidate shape groups that have been initially characterized by PCA. This point is critical in
understanding why choice of multivariate method is essential in providing valid, credible results.
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If the number of potential species groups is known prior to analysis, DA is the gold standard for
use. When the number of groups is not known, other methods may be used to approximate a way
to cross-validate what is hypothetically thought to be, species groups. However, a great deal of
understanding and effort is necessary to show that other methods may produce results that have a
similar prospect of cross-validation that DA has when it comes to validating group designations.
DA is based on the generalized or Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis 1948). This distance
takes into account the correlation among variables and is used to measure the distance between
the center of the distribution of all shape descriptors and each individual shape descriptor
(Manly 2005). Then, each shape descriptor is a member of the group to which it is closest. The
significance of the difference among group centroids is tested by Wilks’ lambda, Λ, as



W
T

(9)

where T is total shape variance, W is within-group variance, and T  W  B (Manly 2005),
where B is between-group variance. The smaller Wilks’ lambda is, the more significant is the
difference among group centroids. The idea with DA is to minimize the variance among a group’s
members, while maximizing the variance among all groups.
As in PCA, DA is based on the singular value decomposition. Briefly, a matrix of canonical
eigenvectors, Z, is calculated as

Z s  AK

(10)

where A is the m × n matrix of shape coefficients and K is the matrix of discriminant weights
(Green & Carroll 1978). Z are the canonical eigenvectors to be ordinated in shape space.
Like PCA, DA is dependent on sample size and whether a sufficient representation of shape
variation is sampled influences the outcome of analysis. In turn, the decision about number
of specimens to use is dependent on what is available, what the quality of the specimens are,
what research question is to be answered or what the hypothesis is to be tested, what kind of
instrumentation, equipment and computer power is available for analysis, and what knowledgebase is available in terms of understanding and implementing the methods of data analysis and
interpretation of results. All these factors need to be considered to develop a shape analysis study
utilizing PCA and DA to get meaningful results.
Choice of method and issues to consider
Even with data transformation, and choice of the appropriate multivariate method, results may
not be as clear as one would hope. In particular, it may be that Legendre polynomials or the
discrete Fourier transform may not adequately model shape coefficients that are ordinated in
clearly distinct groups. Other factors are involved and other techniques may be used to further
treat the data. In an ordination, if the density of shape scores is such that overlap of potential
shape groups occurs, a number of methods may be used to divide the shape gradient into potential
groups. Sectioning by ellipses representing approximate normal distributions may be used (e.g.,
Mou & Stoermer 1992). However, there is no way to test the assumption of normality since the
sectioning is somewhat arbitrary. Partial classification based on other morphological, ecological,
geographical, or other data may be used (e.g., Pappas & Stoermer 2001, Pappas 2006). Using
additional empirical evidence is helpful in lending credence to using partial classification
methods. However, in no way does this guarantee clearly defined groups that may be identified
as “species.”
How much evidence is sufficient for a shape group to be named a species group? Ideally,
a multitude of biological evidence should already exist to prompt the creation of a hypothesis
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about a group of taxa. A generally accepted definition of “species” is necessary in order to make
judgements on the efficacy of the application of shape analysis. Within that definition, it is
necessary to determine how much morphological change is equal to species differences, given
that diatom taxonomy is still largely based on morphology and information based on cytology,
ecology, physiology, among other things, is unavailable for many taxa.
Shape analysis may become important in a number of situations. One such situation is when
some biological information is missing, unreliable, or historically incorrect, but many specimens
are available for study. Shape analysis may be used to develop hypotheses that could be tested
empirically when evidence becomes available. Another situation involves difficulties in visually
identifying taxa. This is a well-known problem in diatom studies, especially with small taxa or
specimens that are size reduced as a result of the vegetative life cycle. Shape analysis may be
used to numerically differentiate specimens that are visually similar. Finally, as mentioned above
in the context of discriminant analysis, shape analysis may be used to cross-validate species
groups that have been determined by biological evidence alone.
Shape descriptors, shape space and biologically meaningful interpretation
Past shape analysis studies have used both PCA and DA to depict results of shape group
designations, whether it is to compare a population to type or neotype specimens (e.g., Stoermer
& Ladewski 1982, Stoermer et al. 1984, Theriot & Ladewski 1986) or find the degree of shape
similarity in specimens from geographically separate places (e.g., Stoermer et al. 1986) or find
the shape differences of specimens within a species complex (e.g., Pappas & Stoermer 2003).
Legendre polynomials, Pn, have been shown to be valuable in interpretation and matching
numerical outcome to physical shape descriptions. Legendre polynomials and their coefficients
represent sequential addition of valve shape features and that this representation could be
interpreted within the context of principal components or canonical eigenvectors. Because of
allometric considerations, and that all size influence cannot be removed (e.g., Mosimann 1970),
size classes may implicitly exist within the total shape variation gradient, and this is expressed as
size reduction series indicated on the first principal component (PC1) in ordinated shape space
(e.g., Stoermer & Ladewski 1982, Stoermer et al. 1986, Theriot & Ladewski 1986).
From past studies, assignment of shape and symmetry descriptions to Pn with regard to PCA
or DA may be compiled into a general scheme. While PC1 is associated with size reduction,
the second principal component (PC2) has been found to define transapical asymmetry in
Gomphoneis (Stoermer & Ladewski 1982, Stoermer et al. 1984), Didymosphenia (Stoermer et
al. 1986), and Meridion (Rhode et al. 2001). For Eunotia (Steinman & Ladewski 1987), PC2
defines apical asymmetry. Mathematically, this is the same property if an apically symmetric
form is rotated 90°. Both heteropolar and dorsiventral isopolar valve shapes exhibit asymmetry
(Barber & Haworth 1981). For Tabellaria, PC2 signifies the change in degree of constriction
between the mid-valve area and the ends (Theriot & Ladewski 1986). This form is apically and
transapically symmetric, so that PC2 also defines bilateral isopolar shapes (Barber & Haworth
1981). Overall, PC2 may be interpreted to be an initial gradient of shape symmetry.
For the third principal component (PC3), clavateness is more evident in Gomphoneis
(Stoermer & Ladewski 1982, Stoermer et al. 1984), Didymosphenia (Stoermer et al. 1986), and
Meridion (Rhode et al. 2001), just as crescenticness is more pronounced for Eunotia (Steinman
& Ladewski 1987). Increase in mid-valve area dorsally is associated with PC3, while change in
shape of the ventral margin is associated with the fourth principal component (PC4) for Eunotia
(Steinman & Ladewski 1987). Elongation of the valve dorsally and an increase in apex size and
ventral inflation for Eunotia is characterized by the fifth, sixth and seventh principal components
(PC5, PC6 and PC7, respectively) (Steinman & Ladewski 1987). In Gomphoneis (Stoermer &
Ladewski 1982, Stoermer et al. 1984), PC4-PC7 are associated with changes in headpole and
undulations of the valve margin. As more and more PCs are considered, more and more aspects
of valve shape and symmetry are accounted for.
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The Cymbella cistula species complex also showed how physical morphological description
could be matched to Legendre polynomials and interpreted as such in canonical shape space
(Pappas & Stoermer 2003). As each subsequent Pn is considered, stepwise shape changes may be
documented. For the P0 and P1, semicircularity is first evident. This coincides with asymmetry
associated with PC2. P2 through P4 provide further shape development dorsally as crescentic,
arcuate and semilanceolate forms become more apparent, and this coincides with dorsal
crescenticness associated with PC3. Expansion of the mid-valve area ventrally as an increase
in gibbousness is produced in association with P6 through P8. This coincides with ventral shape
changes associated with PC4-PC7. Cymbella shape changes are correlated with the first two
DA eigenvectors, with most of the correlation being attributable to the first canonical axis.
The second canonical axis is correlated with P8, indicating that as one of the last polynomials
used for curve-fitting, definition of the mid-valve area ventrally was produced to be used as a
differentiating factor among specimens.
For Fragilariforma (Kingston & Pappas 2009), Legendre polynomial P6 was used to begin
to distinguish valve margins. With the addition of P8 and P9, biundulate and triundulate margins
were evident, and each inflation of biundulate form exhibited biundulation, or tetraundulation
was present. The differences in valve margin and number of inflations were correlated to the first
canonical eigenvector in DA. The second canonical eigenvector in DA was correlated with P3
through P5 and defined rostrateness of valve ends.
To summarize in the most general way, PC1 is associated with size reduction, PC2 is
associated with valve asymmetry, PC3 is associated with clavateness or dorsally crescenticness,
PC4 is associated with changes in valve shape ventrally, and along with PC5-PC7, changes in
shape of valve ends and additional undulations on the valve margin. For Legendre polynomials,
P1 is associated with PC2, P2 through P5 are associated with PC3, and P6 through P8 are associated
with PC4-PC7. Additional polynomials and PCs will provide more incremental changes in valve
shape.

Potentially applicable combination and new morphometric methods
From all that has been described, it should be evident that all morphometric methods are
concerned with using coordinates on the surface or outline of a diatom valve. It is not necessarily
the case that a large difference exists between landmark-based and outline methods as it is in
the difficulty in choosing points on a diatom valve surface (=”landmarks”) in order to represent
that diatom valve in a morphologically (biologically) meaningful way with respect to additional
analysis. Legendre shape analysis has been shown repeatedly to be a valuable morphometric
tool. It would be desirable to expand its use in conjunction with other methods.
Recognition by Bookstein (1997) and others (e.g., MacLeod 1999, Sheets et al. 2004) that
landmark-based and outline methods have more in common than they are different in morphometric
analysis is a testament to the necessity of developing applications of combination methods
to cover a broad spectrum of cases. Adaptations of landmark-based and outline combination
methods include edgels (Bookstein & Green 1993, Little & Mardia 1996) and creases (Bookstein
2000), as well as extended eigenshape analysis (MacLeod 1999), finite element analysis (e.g.,
Singh et al. 1997, Lestrel 2000) and wavelet analysis (e.g., Takemura et al. 2004, Lestrel 2000).
These are a few of the approaches that have been used recently in morphometrics. Although
many of these methods have been applied in the study of human craniofacial structures, perhaps
such methods could be altered or adapted to studies of organisms such as diatoms.
Orthogonal polynomials other than Legendre polynomials may be used in shape analysis.
More care must be taken since weight functions are not equal to 1 when using Chebyshev,
Zernike and other orthogonal polynomials. This methodology has yet to be worked out. It remains
to be seen if other orthogonal polynomials can be matched to physical descriptions in a stepwise
fashion or interpretable with respect to eigenvectors defining n-dimensional shape space.
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Orthogonal moments functions, which involve the discrete form of Legendre, Chebyshev,
or Zernike polynomials (e.g., Novotni & Klein 2003) as a basis, may provide a way to take
advantage of concepts from both object recognition studies and shape analysis in devising a
possible new method of morphometric analysis of diatoms. Using orthogonal moments has been
found to provide a method with minimal noise in image reconstruction (e.g., Mukundan et al.
2001) and may be modified as orthonormal moments for use as shape features (Mukundan 2004).
A speculative method such as this would need much work from the ground up and rigorous
testing to apply to studies of diatoms.
Another method worth mentioning involves shape modeling (e.g., Hart 1998, Biasotti et
al. 2003) based on concepts from algebraic topology, including Morse theory (e.g., Milnor
1963), homotopy (= deformability) (e.g., Kahn 1995) and homology (= equivalence relation,
in a topological sense) (e.g., Kahn 1995). This kind of modeling is graph-based rather than
being based on geometric concepts. One example of a recent graph-based modeling study entails
skeleton-based shape matching (e.g., Sundar et al. 2003, Zhu 2007) using Reeb graphs (Reeb
1946). In fact, graph-matching has been used in diatom research (Pappas 2011). Much of the
object recognition literature, including shape and pattern recognition, as evidenced by ADIAC,
may prove to contain many useful concepts in developing new morphometric methods, provided
that biologically meaningful information is obtained from such methods rather than merely
topologically or other kinds of mathematically interesting results.
When talking about shape analysis using outline methods, it is implied that the entire outline
of diatom valves are modeled. In relatively few studies, partial diatom outlines have been used
to differentiate shapes and assign species group designations (e.g., Pappas & Stoermer 2003,
Potapova & Hamilton 2007). Partial shape extraction using contour segments based on the
Fourier transform has been used as a shape matching technique for some time (e.g., Gorman
et al. 1988). It may be a fruitful avenue of discovery if more studies using partial diatom valve
outlines were undertaken, since an implication of such analysis would be to find the critical, and
perhaps minimal, part of diatom valve shape that defines a species.
Other multivariate methods may be useful in ordinating shape coefficients. Non-linear
PCA (such as correspondence analysis (e.g., Hill 1974) and non-linear DA (e.g., Gifi 1990)
may provide a way to analyze data when the whole continuum of size classes is not present, as
was the case for the Legendre shape analysis of Tabellaria (e.g., Theriot & Ladewski 1986). In
addition, more use could be made of canonical variates analysis and MANOVA, and perhaps,
other multivariate methods could be adapted for use in analyzing shape coefficients. In time,
testing of adapted methods may fulfill the possibilities of devising new multivariate analytical
techniques for use in shape analysis.
Actual application of new or additional modified morphometric methods is even more likely
when more is known about the development, life cycle, or ontogeny of diatoms. It is difficult to
generalize a method to a group of organisms, such as diatoms, when very little is known about
something so fundamentally important, e.g., as reproduction, is not considered as a means to
judge the effectiveness of a morphometric method. Moreover, for a more useful application
of morphometric methods, a more clear understanding is required of changes in shape and
morphological features of diatom valves from auxospore to initial cell to vegetative cell, exactly
how much stepwise shape change occurs in each vegetative cell division, and how this is related
to and identifiable at the generic, and preferably, the species level.
No one method will work for all times and all places, and no one method is superior to
another. Although there are problems with using landmark-based methods and outline shape
analysis, it is possible that these problems may be overcome when more is known about the
development, functionality, and phylogeny of diatom groups. Alternatively, as older methods are
modified or current methods are combined or brand-new methods are created, new ways of using
quantitative morphometrics will surely become available to diatom researchers for use in their
studies. Moreover, we have only reviewed 2D methods here. With advances in technology and
computing power, 3D applications are in the offing, which is an entirely separate topic in its own
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right. Morphometric methods have been a valuable tool in diatom taxonomic and classification
studies and will continue to be increasingly important as ways to extend our understanding of
these important microorganisms.
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